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In the frame of a joint research project, an electrically conductive radial plain bearing system consisting of a novel 
nanocomposite material and an adapted lubricant is being developed. Dispersions of graphene and ionic liquids (IL) are 
used to improve the mechanical properties in the polymer and to achieve electrical conductivity in the lubricant. In a 
tribological pre-screening, the influences of the various types and percentages of graphene and IL on the friction and wear 
characteristics are elaborated. Subsequently, a lifetime evaluation of the new bearing system with adapted lubricant is 
carried out in 5mm radial bearings. 
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1. Introduction 

Precision engineering has to meet the challenge to 
continuously improve performance and efficiency of 
precision sliding elements, although they are becoming 
smaller and smaller. The miniaturization of parts raises 
the demands on the lubricants to generate low friction 
and wear values even at higher specific pressures. This is 
a particular challenge, when systems are constructed with 
plastic materials. 
Applications in practice show, that actual solutions come 
to their limits, when components have to deal with new 
surrounding conditions, for example with electrical 
charge (going along with electric pitting), which harms 
materials as well as lubricants extremely up to damage. 
Plastic bearing material as well as the lubricant are 
insulators, and electrostatic charge is favored. 
In cooperation [1] with the Fraunhofer Institute for 
Mechanics of Materials in Freiburg and the company 
IoLiTec in Heilbronn, an innovative concept for a sliding 
bearing system is developed, consisting of steel shaft 
combined with an optimized polymeric nanocomposite 
bearing material and an adapted electrically conductive 
lubricant, using ionic liquids and graphene. 

2. Methods 

To characterize the friction and wear behavior of the 
modified polymeric bearing materials in contact with the 
adapted lubricants, tests are performed in tribological 
model systems under rotating motion. 

2.1. Model system sphere-on-prism (ISO 7148-2, 
unidirectional rotating motion) using ½” spheres out of 
steel 1.3505: Monitoring friction characteristics 
dependent on sliding speed (0-210 mm/s) and load (1-3-
6 N) at 25 °C (short term tests). Wear tests with 28,2 
mm/s and 30N load at ambient temperature (100 hours 
long term tests). 

2.2. Model system bearing-on-shaft (ISO 7148-2, 
alternating rotating motion. Tests are performed in 

sliding combination with a steel 1.3505 shaft (diameter 5 
mm) and a bearing load of 50 N under an intermittently 
rotating movement with 1000 cycles, each with an 
increasing and decreasing profile of the rotation speed 
from zero to max. 1600 rpm (continuously accelerated 
within 120s) and reverse (continuously reduced within 
10s). In between the cycles a standstill period of 5s is 
established, symbolizing 1000 start-stop conditions. In 
addition, the linear wear of the bearing is monitored. 

. 
Figure 1: Evaluation of friction behavior of novel 

electrically conductive nanocomposite bearing system, 

lubricated with an EC lubricant. 

3. Discussion 

With test systems 2.1 and 2.2 tests are performed to 
systematically see the influence of adding different types 
and percentages of ionic liquids and graphene to the 
polymeric base material as well as the lubricants. The 
qualification of the sliding system is afterwards realized 
in an application oriented 5mm radial sliding bearing 
tribometer (system 2.3), where friction and wear values 
are recorded during 1,000 start-stop cycles. 
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